The Patterson Foundation is engaging in the Census 2020 Education project with the hope to more closely align community efforts and knowledge across Charlotte, DeSoto, Manatee, and Sarasota counties. You were identified as a community advocate for achieving a complete count during Census 2020. Please feel free to share this newsletter.

Part Time Employment Opportunities

The U.S. Census Bureau is hiring again in our area! For more information visit 2020 Census Jobs. Details include pay rates as high as $18/hr as a part time census enumerator, 20-40 hours/week, plus paid training. You can also reach out directly to Rebecca Horch, recruiting assistant for the U.S. Census Bureau.

Look Out For Census Workers!

While door to door knocking hasn’t started yet, census workers are dropping off paper forms to houses that haven’t completed the census. Beginning in August, enumerators will go door to door to do in person collection of data. Remember, census workers will never ask for a social security number or credit card. People can still complete the census online (my2020census.gov) or over the phone (844-330-2020).

The Latest Stories on Census 2020

Looking for work? The Census Bureau is hiring again, by Emily Wunderlich. READ

The census is more than just a head count, by David Verinder, president and CEO of Sarasota Memorial Health Care System. READ

Weaving census work into the tapestry of our communities, by Hannah Saeger Karnei, Inaugural Fellow at The Patterson Foundation. READ

Stats Snapshot

Florida: 58.8%
Charlotte: 60.9%
DeSoto: 44.4%
Manatee: 55.7%
Sarasota: 62.1%

Share

Do you have a resource or idea to share with the community? Send Census 2020 ideas to hsaegerkarnei@thepattersonfoundation.org to be included in a future weekly update.

@ThePattersonFdn
#Census2020Education
#2020Census